Dee Mail
Dear Friends,

February 10, 2010

Isn’t it maddening when your bra strap slips
down over your shoulder? Sometimes you just
can’t get it adjusted loose enough to be
comfortable, but tight enough to not stray off
the shoulder during the day. What’s a girl to
do? Here’s a helpful hint I didn’t know until I was over sixty
years old: Secure straying straps with a two-inch strip of
tape. It works every time, but be sure you use gentle paper
tape for easy, painless removal. And I’ve found positioning
the tape a little toward the back of your shoulder works best.
The movement of your arms will not dislodge it so easily.
Also, if you’re wearing a sleeveless top, check to see the tape
is discreetly hidden and not extending beyond the edge of the
arm opening. This trick works on camisole straps, too.
Everyone with whom I have shared this simple way to
alleviate a common problem has been grateful and excited.
They no longer have to suffer until they can privately correct
a wandering strap.
When we are comfortable in our clothes, our full attention
can be directed to serving others joyfully and efficiently
without distraction. Whether your job dictates you wear a
business suit or jeans and T-shirt, having those straps firmly
under your control until the end of the day will bring you
immense freedom. Add paper tape to your shopping list and
start using this secret essential to the well-dressed woman.
You’ll be one happy queen!
Lovingly,
Delores
Scripture: “The Lord longs to be gracious to you; he rises to show you
compassion. For the Lord is a God of justice. Blessed are all who wait for
him (Isaiah 30:18)!
Prayer: “Lord, thank you for each of these special women in my life. I
praise you for your interest in their smallest concerns. You know the very
number of hairs on their heads, and their names are engraved on the
palms of your hands. Remind them today you stand ready to help and
protect them in the tiniest or largest need of their lives. Thank you for that
kind of love!”
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